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Abstract. The aim of this work is to present an architectural overview of a novel web platform used for heterogeneous biomedical time series analysis. Its architecture is based on three subprojects: frontend, backend, and processing.
Frontend uses several contemporary web technologies to present a fast, responsive and pleasing user interface. Backend, written in Java, communicates with a
database and with other servers, on which the processing subproject is deployed. The processing subproject contains several frameworks intended for:
record input handling, signal preprocessing, data visualization, general time series features extraction, specific time series features extraction (e.g. heart rate
variability and electroencephalogram), data mining, and reporting. The platform
is in an early phase of implementation, but we demonstrate its features and capabilities, of which feature extraction frameworks and signal visualization currently stand out.
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Introduction

The need for biomedical software is showing growth in healthcare community and
in general population users. Despite a great number of web and mobile applications
targeting general users, such as sports and fitness enthusiasts, specialized software
developed for medical professionals is limited to continuous monitoring of biomedical time series (BTS). To overcome this problem, we pursue the development of an
efficient and upgradeable BTS analysis system in a form of an integrative web platform for automatic classification of human body disorders. We call it "MULTISAB
project" (short for: Multiple Time Series Analysis in Biomedicine). The system will

serve as a help for medical specialists in diagnostics and early detection of various
diseases [1].
In our previous work, we described the early efforts in designing such a system,
which included an overview of used technologies and use case based scenarios specification [1,2]. The platform predicts a total of 8 fundamental use case scenarios: analysis type selection, scenario selection, input data selection, records inspection, records
preprocessing, feature extraction, model construction, and reporting [2]. Additional
scenarios for handling the user account and platform administration were also provided. The approach that we followed allows adaptive control of user needs, and can be
specialized for different kinds of analysis goal (e.g. classification, visualization, prediction). As the system is under development as a web platform, the users will be able
to access it from afar and transmit biomedical data to the server, where efficient analysis can be performed. Also, a web platform enables easier maintenance and larger
user base. This distinguishes our platform from local or hospital-specific software
solutions [2].
The aim of the current paper is to provide an architectural overview and detailed
description of the MULTISAB project's frameworks, and to show the currently implemented visualization aspects of the platform.
The architectural overview of the platform is shown in Fig. 1. MULTISAB project
is divided into three subprojects: frontend, backend and processing. The frontend and
backend subprojects support communication between end users and servers. Basic
functions are currently supported: web browser login into the system, uploading and
visualization of the heterogeneous BTS, specification of the steps included in the
analysis and defining the outcomes of the analysis. The processing subproject contains several frameworks for heterogeneous BTS data analysis and will

Fig. 1. Architectural overview of the MULTISAB project web platform

be discussed in more details in Section 2. In ideal conditions, every subproject runs on
different computer host(s), therefore, they do not share physical computer resources.
TypeScript, which is used on frontend, is a strict superset of JavaScript that compiles
to the selected version of JavaScript. Through his web browser, a user (client) can
send requests to the server implemented on backend.
The backend subproject is written in Java 8 and serves for processing requests
from users and for communication with a database and data analysis hosts. Java 8 is
used, because it enables efficient parallel processing with data streams. A JPA
framework (EclipseLink) is used to establish communication between the Javawritten backend and a relational database by using object-relational mapping. It also
implements a persistent control of data. In order to run all the necessary resources on
the backend host, Spring Boot framework is used, which facilitates web application
implementation. In the future, 3D visualization of body disorders using WebGL on
the client-hand side will be supported. In order to communicate with the graphical
processing units in Java, OpenGL/OpenCL are used with jocl Java framework.
Communication between backend and frontend uses HTTPS protocol to insure secure transfer and communication. For communication between Java 8 on backend and
JavaScript on frontend, RESTful protocol is used.
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Processing frameworks

The processing subproject is written entirely in Java 8 and implements everything
regarding data processing and analysis. The subproject is divided into several frameworks in order to improve maintainability and scalability of the integrated system.
The frameworks consist of one or more packages specialized for different tasks in
signal analysis, which correspond to the mentioned use case scenarios.
Detailed description of some of the implemented frameworks is given in the following subsections. Frameworks for ECG analysis and data mining algorithms currently under construction are discussed in Section 5.
2.1

Common signal features framework

The framework for common signal features extraction includes a great number of
features for time series analysis in time (both linear and nonlinear), frequency and
time-frequency domain. The EEGframe and HRVframe [3,4] frameworks have been
refactored to extrude general BTS features for MULTISAB processing into a common
signal features framework. The idea behind such a great number of common features
is a more accurate and more all-encompassing analysis than it is usually pursued for
BTS (comparable to the work of Fulcher et al. [5]). The common features can be used
alone or together with specialized features to train data mining classifiers in order to
efficiently classify diseases.
Power spectral density (PSD) of a signal, which is used for frequency domain
analysis, is implemented using three different algorithms: fast Fourier transform
(FFT), Burg method and Lomb-Scargle method. Three window types are supported

for FFT-based PSD estimate: rectangular, Hann, and Hamming window. Other included transformations are in the time-frequency domain: wavelet (of Haar type) and
Hilbert-Huang transformation.
Time domain analysis package includes the following statistical features: mean
value of a segment, standard deviation value of a segment, mean of first differences,
mean of first differences normalized by standard deviation, mean of second differences, mean of second differences normalized by standard deviation, autocorrelation
coefficient, and Fano factor [6,7]. The package also contains Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), which is also used for dimensionality reduction in data mining.
A great amount of literature was investigated in order to establish a list of relevant
nonlinear features in analysis of BTS in general. Namely, alphabet entropy [8], Renyi
entropy [9], sample entropy [10], Hurst exponent [6], synchronization likelihood [11]
and others can all be used in BTS analysis [12]. Details on these methods can be
found in the abovementioned literature. Under the nonlinear features package, several
sub packages are included for easier management: entropy, fractal, multivariate and
phase space features' packages. Features included in common signal features framework are listed in Fig. 2.
2.2

Data handling framework

Data handling framework is used to import various types of data for biomedical time
series. The most common formats are EDF/EDF+, which are used to store ECG, EEG
and other time dependent biomedical recordings. The formats supported so far are:
• .ann
• .csv

Fig. 2. Common signal features

• .edf/.edf+c
• .txt
The textual (.txt), annotation (.ann), and comma-separated value (.csv) formats are
supported based on PhysioNet [13] representation of the recordings. Various auxiliary
components of data: annotations (time and sample of the annotation, duration of annotation, type), data record (start time offset, signal data), metadata (version of data
format, local patient identification, local record identification, etc.) and data parameters (label, physical minimum and maximum, digital minimum and maximum, prefiltering information) are included in various classes related to record input processing.
2.3

Specialized biomedical time series analysis frameworks

For feature extraction from specific BTS (ECG, EEG, EMG, …), specialized
frameworks can be constructed. Currently, EEG analysis and HRV analysis frameworks are implemented. The EEG analysis framework contains specific spectral features' extractors used in the analysis of an EEG signal. PSD for the five most common
brain rhythms are estimated: alpha (7.5 – 12.5 Hz), beta (13 – 25 Hz), gamma (25 –
100 Hz), delta (1 – 4 Hz) and theta (4 – 7 Hz) rhythm [14]. Spectral entropy [15] is
calculated using any of the previously obtained PSD estimates.
Similarly, for HRV spectral analysis, ultralow (0.00001 – 0.003 Hz), low (0.003 –
0.04 Hz), high (0.15 – 0.4 Hz), and low / high ratio frequency features are calculated
from the estimated PSD.
Time domain features included in the HRV analysis are the majority of the standard statistical ones used in literature [12]: the mean NN interval length, SDNN,
RMSSD, SDSD, NNX, pNNX, SDANN, SDNNindex, HRV triangular index, and
TINN (we omit the features' descriptions due to lack of space).
Also, HRV standard deviation ratios (SD1, SD2, SD1/SD2, CSI, CVI) can be calculated in order to assess cardiac sympathetic and vagal indices [16].

3

Database

As it is important to understand the underlying data organization in order to make
better use of the platform, database implementation will be shortly described here.
Our project uses H2 database engine, which is a fast, server-based and in-memory
database engine. The database's entity-relationship model is shown in Fig. 3. The
structure of the project's database is focused on user session data (SessionData).
SessionData is connected to general user data (UserData) and data analysis scenario
(Scenario). The main idea of the database design is to support storing the analysis
steps of a currently ongoing session and to enable continuation of previous session, if
a user decides to stop his work and then continue later on. MULTISAB database is
completely built in the normalized form (3NF). As the MULTISAB project is in development, not all database connections are currently enabled. Complete database will
be available in the later stages of the project.

Fig. 3. MULTISAB relation database model
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Signal visualization

Signal records are uploaded through the web browser's user interface. In Fig. 4, the
user interface (UI) layout with an ECG image, plotted with a red grid (0.5 V and
0.5 s), is shown. Currently, user interface is in Croatian and the English version will
be available at the end of the MULTISAB project. On the upper side of the UI, there
are option boxes designed to specify parameters for generation of signal image. Parameters allow users to specify: data source (“Odaberi zapis”), width of signal segment (“Širina segmenta”), starting position in the signal (“Pozicija u signalu”), signals
to show if there are multiple signals in a record (“Odaberi signale”) and x- ("širina")
or y-dimension ("visina") plot limit, specified with a width or height of the signal
(“Fiksna dimenzija”). When the user clicks on the get image button (“Dohvati sliku”),
the parameters are sent to the backend and processed under the processing subproject
within the SignalVisualization framework. 2D image created in the ImageCreating
class of the framework is sent back to the user via backend subproject and plotted in
UI on the frontend (Fig. 5).
In the box: “Ukupna duljina signala,” full signal length (in seconds) is shown. User
can download a specific plotted image with a button (“Spremi sliku”). Scrolling
through a signal is enabled with arrow buttons in the top right corner. An example of

Fig. 4. Signal visualization in web browser user interface

multiple signal visualization (heterogeneous BTS) is shown in Fig. 6. Here, one can
observe that the grid is scaled so that all the signals can be fitted into the same image.

Fig. 5. Sending image parameters and plotting image in a web browser

Fig. 6. Multiple signal visualization
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Discussion and conclusion

As an ongoing effort, we are currently working on an implementation of a specialized framework for ECG analysis, which would, in collaboration with HRV analysis
framework, be able to detect such important events as cardiac ischemia and atrial
fibrillation with high accuracy. Characteristic waves (QRS complex, P and T waves
[17]) detection is going to be implemented to help distinguish various indications of
pathological states in ECG signal, such as ST depression or abnormal changes in T
waves. Consensus documents for pathological states will be consulted (e.g. acute
myocardial infarction diagnostic criteria [18]).
Data mining methods are currently being implemented in a separate framework,
which also includes some frequently used open source tools (currently LibSVM [19]
and Encog [20]). The machine learning algorithms implemented so far are: 1) support
vector machine (SVM) from LibSVM, 2) various types of artificial neural networks
(ANN) included in Encog: multilayer perceptron ANN, radial basis function ANN,
probabilistic neural network (PNN) and NEAT ANN.
Furthermore, data mining framework is planned to include some ensemble algorithms (e.g random forest and AdaBoost), tree-based (e.g. C4.5) and rule-based algorithm (e.g. RIPPER), as these methods are fast and accurate, while some of them retain comprehensiveness of the obtained model. In order to speed up the model construction procedure and possibly improve accuracy, the framework will also include

typical filter (e.g. symmetrical uncertainty) and wrapper (e.g. Naïve Bayes) feature
selection methods used to remove irrelevant and redundant features [21].
In this work, we have shown the current state of implementation of an advanced integrated web platform for heterogeneous time series analysis. Much work still needs
to be done in order to accomplish the following goals: 3D visualization of body disorders, calculation parallelization on multiple physical resources, and analysis reporting.
Furthermore, an expert system is planned, which will recommend a reduced number
of features that are needed to be extracted in certain scenarios where medical guidelines recommend using some features, while disregarding others.
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